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' Document Control DeskATTN:
JWashington, D.- C. 20555

Gentlemen:1 .

-V0GTLE ELECTRIC GENERATING PLANT
-PERSONNEL ~ ERRORS LEAD TO CONTAINMENT

' i- SPRAY PUMPS''DEACTIVATIONL-

,

;; In=accordance with 10 CFR 50.73, Georgia Power Company hereby submits the {
'

' enclosed report;related to:an event which occurred on September 16,'1990. '
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"J Sincerely, 4<
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LICENSEE EVENT.REo0RT (LER).

~ .- m .- m,A m.m NANE m

- V0GrLE ELICTRIC GDERATING PLtWP - INIT 2- 05000425 1 gj4 *

TITLE (4) _ . .

JPERS0tfEL ERRORS LEAD TO CONTAIIMNr SPRAY PUMPS' DEACTIVATION -
EVENT DATE (b) LER NUMBER (6) REPORT DATE (7)- OTHER FACILITIES INVOLTE.D ($) {

noerrH DAY YEAR- FEAR SEQ EUM REV MDWTH DAY YEAR FACILITY NAMES DOCKET NUMBER (8) .f
05000 [

09 1.6 90 90 012 00 10 15 90 05000 i
i

THIS REPORT IS SUBMITTED PUR5UANT TO THE REQUIREMENTS OF 10 CFR (11) 1< g,
MOD 8 l'3 4 50.73(a)(2)(iv) 73.71(b) |20.402(b) 20.405(c) .

R.
_

20.405(a)(1)(1) _
50.36(c)(1) ] 50.73(a)(2)(v) 73.71(c)

._

0 20,405(a)(1)(ii) 50,3s(,,(2) 50.13(a)(2)(vii). oTuBR (sp. city in

7 50.73(a)(2)(1) 50.73(a)(2)(v111)(A) Abstract below) 1
~

20.405(a)(1)(iii)
-

20.405(a)(1)(iv) -
50.73(a)(2)(ii)

-
50.73(a)(2)(viii)(B)

20.405(a)(1)(v) 50.73(a)(2)(iii) 50.73(a)(2)(a)
LICENSEE CONTACT FOR THIS LER (12)

NAME TELEPHONE nunnER

AREA CODE

R. M. ODOM, NUCLEAR SAFETY AND COMPLIANCE 404 826-3201
COMPLETE ONE LINE roR EACu rAILuRE DESCRIBED IN THis REPORT (13)

,AC-
REkT CAUSE SYSTED COMPONENT,FAC-CAUSE F1YSTFJ COMPONENT pg,

l-
,

1

| SUPPLEMElfrAL REPORT EEPECTED (14| MONTH DAY YEAk
EXPECTED

I SUBMISSION
DATE (15)] YES(If yes, complete EEPECTED SUBMISSION DATE) ] NO

ABSTRACT (16)

On 9-16-90, while in Mode 4, the Shift Supervisor (SS) inadvertently issued a
'Hode 5 clearance to remove the Train A and Train B Cor.tainment' Spray System
(CSS) pumps from service for maintenance. The Reactor Operator (RO) hung

.

| clearance-tags on the actuation'handsvitches and placed the handsvitches.in the
L " Pull-to-Lock" position at 0440 CDT. The Shift Superintendent saw these tags :

|"
and-realized that the unit was out of compliance with the Technical

-tSpecifications, which require both pumps to be operable.

! Since the Limiting Condition for Operation (LCO) action statement addresses only
-one CSS being inoperable, the unit had entered TS 3.0.3 because it.vas in ap
condition where no other LCO action- statenient was applicable.

y
|-
|- Control room operators restored the CSS pump handsvitches to the " Automatic"

_ position at 0447 CDT. This. action restored the Train B CSS, but the Train A
pump motor breaker was being racked out at the time. Plant Equipment Operators

I vere notified and the Train A pump motor breaker was racked in. The Train A
pump was started to verify proper breaker operation and Train A vas returned toy

|c service at 0602 CDT.
L

(' The-causes of this event were cognitive personnel errors on the part of the SS
and the RO. Both have been counseled.

.

t
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LICENSEE EVENT REPORT (LER). TEXT CONTINUATION.
''""" * - */3 2 /""

.,

FACII.1TT RAME (1) DOCKET NUMBER (2) 1.ER HUMBER (5)' PAGE (3)
"7 TEAR sto mun REYi

,

V0GTLE ELECIRIC CENERATING Pl#ff -- UNIT 2 05000425 90 012 00 2: 0F 4

Terr

.:A. REQUIREMENT FOR REPORT

H This report is required per 10 CFR 50.73 (a)(2)(1).because the unit operated
.

in a condition'outside_of Technical Specification (TS) action statements and
P entered TS"3.0.3 when both Containment Spray System pumps were taken out of

service. -A report is also required per.10 CFR 50.73 (a)(2)(v)(D) because i

this condition could have prevented the fulfillment of the safety function
|! of the containment Spray System, which is needed to mitigate the

consequences of an accident.
i

Di UNIT STATUS AT TIME OF EVENT

At the time of this event on 9-16-90, Unit 2 had just entered Mode 4 (Hot
Shutdown) at 0% rated thermal pover. There was no inoperable equipment
which contributed to the occurrence of this event. .j

C. DESCRIPTION OF EVENT

On 9-16-90, while in Mode 4, the Shift Supervisor (SS) inadvertently issued
|a Mode 5 (Cold Shutdown) clearance to remove the Train A and Train B j

Containment Spray System-(CSS) pumps from service for maintenance. |
The Reactor Operator (RO) hung clearance tags on the actuation handsvitches .;4

and the handsvitches were taken to their " Pull-to-Lock" position at 0440 ;

CDT. The Shift Superintendent saw these tags and realized that, while the >

j
' unit was in Mode 4, it was out of compliance with TS 3.6.2.1 which reads:

,

1

"Two' independent Containment Spray Systems shall be OPERABLE vith each 1|

Spray System capable of taking suction from the RVST and transferring
suction to the containment emergency sump."

1

L' Since the Limiting Condition for-0peration (LCO) action statement addresses
only one CSS being inoperable, the unit had entered TS 3.0.3 because it was''

.in a condition where no other LCO action statement was applicable.

W Control room operators restored the CSS pump handsvitches to the " Automatic"
.

position at 0447 CDT. This action restored the Train B CSS, but the Train A <

p' pump motor breaker vas being racked out at the time. The unit had therefore
. exited the TS'3.0.3 LC0 and entered the TS 3.6.2.1 LCO, the action statement
for which reads: i

"Vith one Containment Spray System inoperable, restore the inoperable
Spray System.to OPERABLE status within 72 hours or be in at least HOTn
STANDBY vithin the next 6 hours; restore the inoperable Spray System to

P OPERABLE. status within the next 48 hours or be in COLD SHUTD0VN within
the following 30 hours."

k
L
|

|
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PACTLITT NME (1) DOCRET NUMBER (2) LER IRREBER (5) 'PAe5 (3)
TEMR SEQ NW4 RET

V0GTIE ELECIRIC GENERATING PLANT - UNIT 2 05000425 90 012 00 -3 & 4'
TERT.

. Plant Equipmentj0perators were notified and the Train A pump motor breaker
vas racked in.' The Train A. pump was started to verify proper breaker
operation and the TS LCO was exited at 0602 CDT. The NRC Operations Center
was notified of-this event at 1120 CDT. This incident was'not immediately
recognized.as reportable per 10 CFR 50.72 and a notification was not made

:vithin four hours.

D. CAUSE OF EVENT

The causes of this event were cognitive personnel ertors on the part of:-
,

1. The SSi vnile issuing required clearances upon entry into Mode 4,
inadvertently authorized a Mode 5 clearance which allowed both CSS pumpss

to be-removed from service rimultaneously; and

2. The R0, for not maintaining a questioning attitude when given directions-
which resulted in a condition prohibited by the TS.

.These errors were not the result of any unusual characteristics of the work
location.

.E. ANALYSIS OF. EVENT

Although the CSS is needed to mitigate the consequences et an accident, the
system was not required to perform its design function during the seven
minutes involved. -Additionally, the safety risk imposed by this out of
service condition is considered small due to the relatively short period-of
-time-involved. Based on these considerations, there was no adverse effect
on: plant safety or public health and safety as a result of this event.

F. . CORRECTIVE ACTION
,

1. The SS who approved the clearance to remove the pumps from service has,

been counseled regarding the importance-of accuracy'in reviewing
clearances related to equipment required to be operable per the TS.

2. The Reactor' Operator has been counseled regarding the importance of
maintaining a questioning attitude in the performance of his duties. '

,

3. A copy of this LER vill be-included in the Operations Reading Book for <

review by licensed operators.

4'. This specific incident and requirements for immediate notification vill
be reviewed during the next requalification cycle to enhance compliance
with reporting requirements.

_

. . . _. . - -
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G.- ADDITIONAL <INFORMATION i-

,

. Failed Components:1.L
.

;s-

-None' ;

2. Previous Similar~ Events: -

0
J

' LER 50-425/1989-003, dated 4-10-89."

: .LER;50-424/1989-003, dated-2-17-89.

' These previous LER'sLrepresent' incidents of TS 3.0.3 entry due to'both :
trains of; safety-rel'ted components being removed from service as aa ,

result of. Shift Supervisors' personnel. errors. Corrective actions J
"

( ). : included personnel counseling'and advising other personnel of the
L .-incidents and their ramifications. .;

m ,

-3. Energy Industry Identification' System Code:
';

+ Containment Spray System - BE
!
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